2007 chevy trailblazer headlights

If the headlights on your Chevy Trailblazer are out of alignment, you will find it difficult or
impossible, depending on how badly out of alignment they are to see at night or when it is
overcast. However, there are adjustment screws on your Trailblazer that you can use to fix the
alignment. Open your hood and locate the vertical and horizontal adjustment screws. The
vertical adjustment screw is located on the top of the headlight assembly. The horizontal
adjustment screw is located on the side of the headlight assembly towards the center of the
hood. Orient the Trailblazer so that it is facing a flat wall and is positioned 10 to 15 feet away
from it. Mark the vertical and horizontal center lines of the headlights on the wall. Locate the
center of your headlights. Put a strip of masking tape horizontally on the wall that corresponds
to the center of the Chevy's headlight. Repeat this process for the vertical center line. Turn the
headlights on and adjust the horizontal and vertical adjustment screws. The headlight should be
approximately two inches below the horizontal center line and two inches to the right of the
vertical center line. I am a Registered Financial Consultant with 6 years experience in the
financial services industry. I am trained in the financial planning process, with an emphasis in
life insurance and annuity contracts. I have written for Demand Studios since Step 1 Open your
hood and locate the vertical and horizontal adjustment screws. Step 2 Orient the Trailblazer so
that it is facing a flat wall and is positioned 10 to 15 feet away from it. Step 3 Mark the vertical
and horizontal center lines of the headlights on the wall. Haynes; The most recently reported
issues are listed below. Please also check out the statistics and reliability analysis of the
Chevrolet Trailblazer based on all problems reported for the Trailblazer. The headlights will go
out while driving the vehicle. There is currently a recall for this problem for Trailblazers. It is gm
safety recall The problem is the headlamp driver module. I contacted gm. After giving them my
VIN number, they told me that my vehicle is not included in the recall. The problems I was
having matched exactly what this recall is fixing. I believe my vehicle should be included. The
contact owns a Chevrolet Trailblazer. While driving various speeds, the headlights failed to
illuminate. The headlights illuminated after restarting the vehicle, but the failure recurred
intermittently. Also, the interior lights flickered occasionally. The dealer diagnosed that the head
lamp module failed and would need to be replaced. The vehicle was not repaired. The
manufacturer was notified of the failures. The failure mileage was unknown. Problem with
fatality risk. In Aug low beam headlights and running lamp began turning off randomly,
intermittently. Will usually work when vehicle is first started, fail in transit. Increases in
frequency, progresses to failure. On lit streets,I have no indication that I am essentially
invisible. Mileage k at that time. Drm module had failed. Prior to dealer repair, I had tried auto
parts store modules as well, and each 2 burned out within months. Gm has issued a recall for
this very problem, I think number , established may It includes Trailblazers. They extended it to
12 years old or k miles, whichever first. They me that my VIN does not come up so they will not
cover this. Will not tell me what disqualifies my vehicle, other than VIN not coming up. I have
another appointment to fix this, but no assurance that it won't just keep failing, since this is the
4th time I have done a repair in 2 years, I purchased the vehicle 3 years ago, so this may have
been a recurring problem prior to my owning it. Fuses are good and bright lights work also low
beam bulbs are good. The contact stated that the headlights failed to operate. The vehicle was
taken to the dealer where it was diagnosed that the headlamp driver module failed and would
need to be replaced. The manufacturer was not made aware of the failure. The approximate
failure mileage was , In the affected vehicles the headlamp driver module hdm may overheat and
fail, causing the headlamps and daytime running lights to then fail and not illuminate. My
Trailblazer is experiencing same issues but I was told by gmail that mine was not one recalled.
Low beam headlight failure. While driving at night, the low beam headlights randomly fail. The
vehicle is in motion. When they fail, I can't see in front, and on surface roads, oncoming traffic
can't see me. The vehicle was recalled for this very reason, and my vehicle is in that group, but
when the VIN number was checked my vehicle wasn't on that list. I don't have the recall number,
but I found out online my vehicle should be included in that recall. My low beam and daytime
running lights stopped functioning last week. I found there was a recall for this, but only for
certain vehicles. Gm needs to expand this to cover all Trailblazers manufactured in I contacted
gm and was told in spite of problem they would not cover the repair. I had to drive home on
interstate highway at pm 85 miles using high beam headlights. While night driving in the city or
highway the headlights just die. Leaving the car with no lights and in total darkness.
Unfortunately I have to use high beams to continue my trip. Using the high beams causes
blinding of the oncoming traffic until I can safely reach my destination. The light stay out on
average about half an hour. The contact owns a Chevrolet trail blazer. The contact stated that
while driving at approximately 20 mph, the low beam headlights failed without warning. The
contact took the vehicle to the dealer who stated that the low beam headlights failed and the
hdm module needed to be replaced. The contact was informed that the vehicle's failure directly

related to NHTSA campaign number: 15v exterior lighting however, the vehicle was not included
in the recall. The VIN was not available. While driving at any speed, the front low beam
headlights failed to illuminate. The failure occurred constantly. The vehicle was taken to an
independent mechanic where it was diagnosed that the circuit board failed. The manufacturer
was notified of the failure. The failure mileage was , The contact stated that while driving at
various low speeds, the headlights, and daytime running lights malfunctioned. The contact
stated that the failure was intermittent over a period of 10 miles. Bergstrom Chevrolet of
middleton, wisconsin located at tribeca drive, , was made aware of the failure and stated that the
vehicle was not included in the NHTSA campaign number: 15v exterior lighting. The
manufacturer was made aware of the failure and stated that the vehicle was out of the mileage
warranty coverage of , Loss of both drl's and headlights while driving at night, while vehicle was
in motion on interstate While driving at various speeds, the low beam headlights suddenly
malfunctioned and shut off. The contact indicated that the light bulbs were replaced several
times, but the failure continued. The cause of the failure was not diagnosed nor repaired. The
manufacturer was not notified of the failure. The contact was informed that the vehicle was not
included in NHTSA campaign number: 15v exterior lighting. The contact stated that the vehicle
experienced the same failure listed in the recall. The contact owns a Chevrolet Trailblazer The
contact stated that while driving at approximately 20 mph during night, the headlamps failed to
illuminate intermittently. The failure recurred. The vehicle was taken to a dealer where it was
diagnosed that the headlamp drive module failed and needed to be replaced. The headlights on
the vehicle go out at random times, several times while driving at night the lights have gone out,
the last time I was entering a highway and ended up using the high beams so I wouldn't go off
the road. This is a very dangerous safety concern. Headlight fail - they intermittently turn off by
themselves while driving and eventually turn back on. This happens very often and I am very
afraid of my safety and also of my family. Low beam headlights will not work. Only high beams.
Began intermittently but now will not work on low beams at all. Took to dealership and was told
this was not listed under the recall however it is the exact problem. While driving my headlights
will quit working and cease to turn on until after sitting for a few hours. After driving and and
parking, sometimes the headlights will fail to turn on after starting vehicle. My headlights are
having the very same issues as mentioned in gm recall where issues with the headlamp driver
module hdm overheat and fail, causing the headlamps and daytime running lights to then fail
and not illuminate. This issue has been occurring for several months and is very dangerous.
The low beam headlights will go out off without our doing anything. One occasion occurred on
I-4 west bound from orlando. Have read of other people having the same problem. Do accidents
and injuries have to happen before action is taken. Has been occurring for a couple years.
Headlights go out occasionly while driving at night. It does not happen all the time. Gm says it
could not be that because my Trailblazer does not have those parts that they know are
defective? I am skeptical. Where it asks for date this happened I put the last date it occurred. My
Chevrolet Trailblazer had low beam headlights not working when I turn them on. I have to drive
at night with high beam lights they work fine and I am very annoying to other drivers. I had
vehicle checked out and fuses and light bulbs appear fine. I understand this is a common
occurrence. I need it fixed. The contact stated that the driver and passenger side low beam
headlights failed to function due to the head lamp driver module overheating. Also, the fuse box
melted and there were no flames visible. Whenever the vehicle was driven at night, the high
beam headlights were activated. Tl-the contact owns a Chevrolet Trailblazer. The contact started
the vehicle and the low beam headlights failed to illuminate. The vehicle was taken to the dealer
for diagnosis. The approximate failure mileage was 80, While driving approximtaley 25 mph at
night, the low beam and high beam headlights failed to illuminate. The vehicle was maneuvered
to the side of the road and parked at a safe location until the next day. The vehicle was taken to
the dealer where the headlamp driver module was replaced. While driving, the headlights failed
without warning. The contact had to utilize the high beams. The dealer stated that there were no
recalls. The failure mileage was approximately , While driving at any speed, the headlights failed
without warning. The vehicle was not diagnosed or repaired. The contact mentioned that there
was a recall related to the failure; however, the VIN was not included. The approximate failure
mileage was 41, Tl-the contact owns a Chevrolet Trailblazer The contact stated that while
driving at 55 mph, the headlights and instrument panel became inoperable without warning. The
vehicle was restarted and the headlights and instrument panel were operable, however, the
failure recurred. I received a call an hour later from my neighbor that my lights was still on. I
always have my lights set that when you get out of the vehicle they go off automatically. Tried to
turn off the lights with no luck. I smelled electrical burning coming from the engine area. Found
the fuse box in the engine bay and noticed that the hdm module 45 was completely melted.
When I took the car to the auto shop, not only did they find that the hdm module 45 was melted,

it had ruined the main fuse circuit board from the heat. Luckily this happened during the
daylight and not at night, because I wouldn't have had headlights very long with this module
being melted. Also this could have easily started a fire in the engine bay with the amount of heat
that was coming off of the melted hdm module. This I believe is a safety problem in the
Trailblazers and should be recalled. While driving at any speed the headlights go out and the
high beams have to be used in order to see safely. This is very dangerous and unsafe thus can
cause an accident. I understand there is a recall on this but our cars VIN number is not included
in the recall. Why would other VIN numbers with the same problem have a recall and ours does
not? We have been very diligent with all maintenance items and would like to keep our car so
any help you can give us would be greatly appreciated. We have no specific date this started
but I am using the middle of June This seems to be happening more and more frequently. While
driving approximately 60 mph, the headlights failed. The vehicle was taken to an independent
mechanic for diagnostic testing. The failure was diagnosed as a failed head lamp control circuit.
The dealer was unable to duplicate the failure. The failure mileage was 67, I was going down the
highway and all of a sudden my headlights cut off. I turned the vehicle off and pulled some of
the fuses and put them back in. The lights came back on later. We continued down the road to
our destination and the lights went out again. We ended up having to get a hotel room for the
night until we could drive home during the daylight hours. Both headlights went out at the same
time while the parking lights remained on. The high beams would work when activated. After
about 5 minutes both of the headlights came on for another 15 or so minutes then failed again.
Again after several minutes the lights came on. This happened at night which limited visibility to
see and be seen. The contact stated while driving at night approximately 55 mph, both low beam
headlights failed to illuminate. The high beam headlights were engaged in order to continue
driving. The manufacturer was not notified of the problem. Car Problems. Headlights problem
Other Exterior Lighting related problems of the Chevrolet Trailblazer. Headlights problems
Headlights problems. Exterior Lighting problems. Headlight Switch problems. Fog Light Switch
problems. Brake Light problems. Tail Light Switch problems. Brake Light Switch problems. Tail
Light problems. It's important to replace the headlight on your Chevrolet TrailBlazer at the first
sign of damage or the light burning out. Headlights are an important aspect of the vehicle as
they give increased visibility during bad weather conditions or dark evening hours. To prevent a
fix-it ticket or possible accident, replace the headlight as soon as possible. Replacement
headlights can be purchased at local auto parts stores, and the job takes minimal tools. Place
the TrailBlazer in "Park" and allow the vehicle to cool for 15 minutes. Open the hood of the
TrailBlazer and locate the headlight to be replaced. Identify the metal band securing the unit in
place. Use a screwdriver and remove the screws along the metal band. The metal band will slide
off. Remove the headlight unit by pulling it out of the socket and disconnecting the electrical
wire from the back of the unit. Insert the new headlight unit in place and connect the electrical
wire to the back of the unit. Place the metal band around the headlight unit and replace each
screw. Tighten the screws using the screwdriver. Close the hood of the TrailBlazer. Johnathan
Cronk is a freelance writer and began writing at the age of Throughout his career he has
specialized in sports, how-to and advice articles. He has also written sales pitches in the
corporate setting since Step 1 Place the TrailBlazer in "Park" and allow the vehicle to cool for 15
minutes. Step 2 Open the hood of the TrailBlazer and locate the headlight to be replaced. Step 3
Remove the headlight unit by pulling it out of the socket and disconnecting the electrical wire
from the back of the unit. The LS and LT trims come standard with a 4. Read more In its sixth
year of production, the Chevrolet TrailBlazer continues to provide something for everyone. All
trim levels provide a comfortable ride for five passengers, good towing capability and ample
cargo space. The optional 5. The 5. The transition from eight to four cylinders and back is
virtually undetectable and helps boost fuel economy. Standard equipment includes inch alloy
wheels, four-wheel anti-lock disc brakes, power windows and locks, OnStar, cruise control, air
conditioning, a CD player with XM satellite radio, and StabiliTrak stability control system. The
LT trim adds features such as a roof rack, fog lamps, power mirrors, power front seats, a
leather-wrapped steering wheel with audio controls, and automatic dual-zone climate control.
The SS TrailBlazer includes a sport-tuned suspension, inch alloy wheels, heavy duty front disc
brakes, a limited-slip rear differential, quicker ratio steering, and the Corvette-based LS2 6.
These enhancements create an aggressive look outside and some serious acceleration with sub
six second mph times. Power reaches horsepower rpm and ft-lbs of torque at rpm. Notable
options on all trim levels include a rear seat DVD entertainment system, Bose premium speaker
system and power sunroof. Close this There's a problem loading this menu right now. Would
you like to sell products for this vehicle on Amazon. Learn how. For , the Chevy TrailBlazer
loses its available extended wheelbase version. A tire pressure monitoring system is now
standard on all trim levels. The Chevy TrailBlazer is a traditional body-on-frame SUV, which

makes it attractive to buyers in the market for a mid-sized SUV with towing and off-road
capability. The standard 4. In its sixth year of production, the Chevrolet TrailBlazer continues to
provide something for everyone. Read more. Close this. There's a problem loading this menu
right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top.
Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Skip to
main content. Exterior Accessories. Mirrors Exterior Mirrors Towing Mirrors. Interior
Accessories. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and
engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for
the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally.
Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics.
DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion
Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription
Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life. JavaScript seems to be disabled in your browser. You must have JavaScript
enabled in your browser to utilize the functionality of this website. All parts meet OEM quality
standards, and in most cases exceed the quality of the original product. If you receive an
incorrect item from us, we will immediately pay for return shipment and send you the correct
item. If the part we ship to you arrives in damaged or non-working condition, we will ship
another item out to you immediately. Our prices are hands-down some of the lowest you'll find
on the net. If you find a product sold for a lower price by another vendor, we will beat or match
their price. Auto parts manufacturers must adhere to a strict set of guidelines in order to meet
the criteria laid out by FMVSS Any lights or reflectors that adorn vehicles traveling on public
roads MUST adhere to the regulations; otherwise, the manufacturer is subject to a slew of
penalties. While the regulations are designed primarily for manufacturers, consumers must
always be sure that any lights that they install on their vehicles also meet these regulations.
Citations can be issued for products that do not meet the minimum regulatory requirements. All
of the parts carried on Go-Parts. Our manufacturers only produce replacement lights that meet
the highest of industry standards, ensuring on-road safety and reducing the probability of
breakdowns in component construction. We know how important it is for you to be back on the
road, so we strive to make your buying experience as easy and fast as possible. Start Here.
Please Wait All LT SS. All Sport Utility. All Left Driver Right Passenger. All 4. Correct Item
Guaranteed If you receive an incorrect item from us,
yamaha grizzly 450
difference between sigma and pi bond
l293d wiring diagram
we will immediately pay for return shipment and send you the correct item. Item in Good
Condition Guaranteed If the part we ship to you arrives in damaged or non-working condition,
we will ship another item out to you immediately. Fast Shipping Guaranteed Most orders are
shipped out the same day as they're received. Best Price Guaranteed Our prices are
hands-down some of the lowest you'll find on the net. Some of the FMVSS guidelines include:
Technical specifications illumination, construction Proper product marking Manufacturer
registration While the regulations are designed primarily for manufacturers, consumers must
always be sure that any lights that they install on their vehicles also meet these regulations.
Ford Tail Lights. Trusted brands. Fast Shipping. Secure Shopping. Our mission We know how
important it is for you to be back on the road, so we strive to make your buying experience as
easy and fast as possible. Bolt Checkout. LT SS. Sport Utility. Left Driver Right Passenger.

